Abstract: In this study some algebraic transformations on hypercube system are proposed. The presented transformations of forbidden subcubes provide defining set of all maximal and nonfaulty subcubes, and subset of minimal and nonfaulty subcubes included certain given vertices. It provides formal and simple findings of all the current sources and targets of information, and also the pathways between them. The correctness of all these transformations is proved by the aid of three theorems. In the proposed transformations there were three special operations of cube algebra applied, as subtraction, product and intersection on coordinates.
has become used the operations of cube algebra, which completely take into account the properties of hypercube structure and make pOSSlbleto operate in hypercube in presence of a lot of faulty elements, exceeded the cube dimension.
Earlier, the cube algebra was applied in connection with presentation the Boolean functions in form of cubes and its minimization [9, 12, 14, 4] . These and others studies were considered with more detail and generalized in [10, 5] . Latter the operations of cube algebra was used for processor allocation in hypercube [6] . We also used the cube algebra for compact minimization of multiple and single output combination circuits [7, 8] .
In this study we attempted for generalization and development of the methods and algorithms, based on cube algebra, with the aim of exactly and unambiguously solving the problem of reliable sequential and parallel routing for data communication in presence of faulty elements in a system of hypercube type with arbitrary dimension. Some of proposed transformations in this study are also useful for finding minimal forms of Boolean Each vertex of n-dimensional cube is marked by n bit unique binary code. This cube has the coordinates k], k 2 , "', k" . Naturally, the value of coordinate 14is determined in the set {O,l} for all j=1,2, ...,n-l,n. Thus, the code ofa certain vertex at the same time also became the algebraic expression of this vertex. In such coding of the vertex the neighbor vertices of n-dimensional cube are marked by n bit neighbor codes. Remind that, two n bit codes are called the neighbors if and only if they differ by the value of one bit. For example, the codes 0110 and 0100 are neighbors.
3-dimensional cube as presented in Fig.l Hence it fonows that the use of the cube algebra for solving the problem of routing (also broadcasting) in hypercube has its distinct properties by comparison with application of this algebra for minimilJltion of SFs. operation) . Notice, that from cube algebra point of view these ovvn operations are fundamentals, but they are not fimdamentals from logical algebra point of view, since each of these operations represents a certain operator, realizing a certain standard logical expression, which is transformed with the purpose of obtaining resuhs of definitive type.
For example, the resuhs of multiplication. adhere, intersection and so on. Thus, the ovvn operations of cube algebra are convenient tools for transformations on hypercube and, therefore, we they consider briefly.
Fonowing [10, 5, 4] , the coordinate subtraction of two cubes C1 and C2 , denoted. Theorem 2. If F is a set of complete faulty cubes, then the set ofNMS of n-cube including F is determined by the # -subtracting the set F from the complete n-cube and avoiding nonmaximal cubes from the resuh.
We apply the Theorem 2, as an example, for a set faulty nodesF={0100,01Il, 1010, 1011, 1100, 1101, 1110}. It is necessary to find a set ofNMS of 4-cube. For simplicity of further transformations we interpret the nodes of the set F as the nodes for which the Boolean functions F are true. Thus, we can find a minimal form of the function F Hence, F min = {*100, 110*,0111, lOh, 1*1O}. Now we subtract the set F min from the complete 4-cube. K = **** # Fmin = **** # {*100, 110*,0111, 101*, hl0}={00**, In the study some transformations are presented, allowing to realize the procedures, that is very important in hypercube multiprocessors (routing, multicasting, broadcasting, subcube and task allocation and deallocation, etc.). By aid this approach the data communication in hypercube is carried out between nonfaulty subcubes and it causes no cases to determine by-passing paths in presence offaulty components. The format approach allows to operate with fault-free components and so, is independent from the number and the scattering of faulty elements in hypercube. This is the advantage of the proposed approach and with this the approach differs from the other respective methods. By the aid of Theorems 1 and 2 we can obtain a set of nonfaulty and nonmaximal subcubes. The Theorem 3 allows to define a path between the source and destination nodes, using only the nonfaulty cubes taking from the source node to destination node. Thus, these algebraic transformations allow to increase a reliability of hypercube multiprocessors and by the aid of these transformations one can obtain a set of fauh-free subcubes, that is a beginning set for further manipulation in such systems.
